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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a hardware based encryption device?
A. TPM
B. TrueCrypt
C. SLE
D. EFS
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware-based encryption
solution that is embedded in the system's motherboard and is
enabled or disable in BIOS. It helps with hash key generation
and stores cryptographic keys, passwords, or certificates.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Mark works as a Network Administrator for NetTech Inc. The
company has a Windows 2003 Active Directory domain-based
network. The domain consists of a domain controller, two
Windows 2003 member servers, and one hundred client computers.
The company employees use laptops with Windows XP Professional.
These laptops are equipped with wireless network cards that are
used to connect to access points located in the Marketing
department of the company. The company employees log on to the
domain by using a user name and password combination. The
wireless network has been configured with WEP in addition to
802.1x. Mark wants to provide the best level of security for
the kind of authentication used by the company. What will Mark
do to accomplish the task?
A. Use PEAP
B. Use MD5
C. Use EAP-TLS
D. Use IPSec
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing a Cisco Fabric interconnect blade chassis and
stand alone UCS server solution for a large public cloud
provider the design includes these items
* One upstream cisco nexus 7000 series switches that provides
LAN and SAN connectivity
* Ten Fabric interconnect switches (five pair in high
availability)
* Five fully equipped cisco UCS blade chassis per fabric
interconnect switches pair
* Fifty cisco UCS stand alone servers
Which statement ae true regarding San connections from the
fabric interconnect switches to the upstream cisco nexus 7000
series switch? (choose two)
A. Fabric interconnect switches must be design in end host mode
B. Cisco UCS blade server and stand server must be connected to
the SAN directly
C. Fabric interconnect Switch must be design in switch Mode
D. The maximum no of domain ids that can be addressed by the
fiber channel protocol 355
E. The cisco nexus 7000 switches must deploy NPIV
Answer: A,E
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